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596 Switch - Ryan D. Leaf 2011-11
Recounts the author's college football career at
Washington State University as the starting
quarterback, from how he came to the decision
to attend the school to the team's participation
in the 1998 Rose Bowl against the country's toplook-what-i-did-with-a-leaf-naturecraft

ranked team, Michigan.
The Book of Leaves - Allen J. Coombes
2014-12-10
Of all our childhood memories, few are quite as
thrilling, or as tactile, as those of climbing trees.
Scampering up the rough trunk, spying on the
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world from the cool green shelter of the canopy,
lying on a limb and looking up through the
leaves at the summer sun almost made it seem
as if we were made for trees, and trees for
us.Even in adulthood, trees retain their power,
from the refreshing way their waves of green
break the monotony of a cityscape to the way
their autumn transformations take our breath
away. In this lavishly illustrated volume, the
trees that have enriched our lives finally get
their full due, through a focus on the humble
leaves that serve, in a sense, as their public face.
The Book of Leaves offers a visually stunning
and scientifically engaging guide to six hundred
of the most impressive and beautiful leaves from
around the world. Each leaf is reproduced here
at its actual size, in full color, and is
accompanied by an explanation of the range,
distribution, abundance, and habitat of the tree
on which it’s found. Brief scientific and historical
accounts of each tree and related species
include fun-filled facts and anecdotes that
look-what-i-did-with-a-leaf-naturecraft

broaden its portrait. The Henry’s Maple, for
instance, found in China and named for an Irish
doctor who collected leaves there, bears little
initial resemblance to the statuesque maples of
North America, from its diminutive stature to its
unusual trifoliolate leaves. Or the Mediterranean
Olive, which has been known to live for more
than 1,500 years and whose short, narrow leaves
only fall after two or three years, pushed out in
stages by the emergence of younger leaves.
From the familiar friends of our backyards to the
giants of deep woods, The Book of Leaves brings
the forest to life—and to our living rooms—as
never before.
A Leaf Can Be . . . - Laura Purdie Salas
2012-03-01
Fletcher and the Falling Leaves - Julia Rawlinson
2020-09-01
As the autumn season sets in, Fletcher is very
worried his beautiful tree has begun to loose all
of its leaves. Whatever Fletcher attempts to do
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to save them, it's simply no use. When the final
leaf falls, Fletcher feels hopeless... until he
returns the next day to a glorious sight. A
tender, uplifting tale about acceptance and hope
for the future.'Captivating' Publishers
Weekly'Preschoolers will love being in on the
joke, even as they marvel at the bright petals
that herald the astonishing beauty of spring' ALA
Booklist
Until Leaves Fall in Paris - Sarah Sundin
2022-02-01
As the Nazis march toward Paris in 1940,
American ballerina Lucie Girard buys her
favorite English-language bookstore to allow the
Jewish owners to escape. Lucie struggles to run
Green Leaf Books due to oppressive German
laws and harsh conditions, but she finds a way to
aid the resistance by passing secret messages
between the pages of her books. Widower Paul
Aubrey wants nothing more than to return to the
States with his little girl, but the US Army
convinces him to keep his factory running and
look-what-i-did-with-a-leaf-naturecraft

obtain military information from his German
customers. As the war rages on, Paul offers his
own resistance by sabotaging his product and
hiding British airmen in his factory. After they
meet in the bookstore, Paul and Lucie are drawn
to each other, but she rejects him when she
discovers he sells to the Germans. And for Paul
to win her trust would mean betraying his
mission. Master of WWII-era fiction Sarah
Sundin invites you onto the streets of occupied
Paris to discover whether love or duty will
prevail.
The Very Last Leaf - Stef Wade 2020
Lance Cottonwood is the best and brightest of
the leaves, but even the top students on the tree
have worries. Can Lance conquer his fear of
falling and just let go when the time comes for
his final exam, or will he let his worries take
over? In this funny and encouraging picture
book, best-selling author Stef Wade (A Place for
Pluto) tells an engaging story and deftly
addresses social and emotional struggles many
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kids encounter each day...feeling anxious,
wanting to be perfect, facing fears, etc. These
themes combined with illustrator Jennifer
Davison's delightful characters and rich
autumnal colors make The Very Last Leaf a
perfect book for the start of a new school year,
the arrival of autumn, or any period of transition
in life.
Look What I Did with a Leaf! - Morteza E. Sohi
1995-09-01
Provides examples of different kinds of animals
that can be made out of leaves and suggests
various uses for the finished product.
Leaf - Stephen Michael King 2009-03-17
After a boy runs from getting a haircut, a bird
drops a seed on his head which starts to grow,
so instead of trying to rid himself of his new
living hairstyle, the boy learns how to make the
leaf grow and in turn, winds up growing a lot
himself.
Look What I Did with a Leaf! - 1993-10-01
Using gorgeous illustrations, this fun- and factlook-what-i-did-with-a-leaf-naturecraft

filled book shows young craft and nature lovers
how to work with leaves and child-safe glue to
create unique animals and colorful scenes.
Perfect for the budding artist/naturalist. Full
color.
To Catch a Fallen Leaf - Fearne Hill
2021-09-13
Take one shy French gardener, mix in a naughty
aristocrat, add a splash of water, a dash of
sunshine, and wait for love to grow. If only it
were that easy. Reuben Costaud counts his
blessings daily. His run-in with crime is firmly
behind him. He has a wonderful job gardening
on the Rossingley estate, a tiny cottage all to
himself, an orphaned cat named Obélix, and a
friendly bunch of workmates. The last thing he
needs is a tall, blond aristocrat strolling across
the manicured lawns towards him. Falling in
love is not part of his plan. Viscount Aloysius
Frederick Lloyd Duchamps-Avery, Freddie to his
friends, is in big trouble with everyone, from his
father and his modelling agency, to his
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controlling older boyfriend. Seeking solace and
refuge, he escapes to Rossingley and his adored
cousin Lucien, the sixteenth earl. To take his
mind off his woes, Lucien finds him a job with
the estate gardening team. Mutual attraction
blossoms amongst the gardening tools, and
Freddie charms his way through Reuben’s
defences. But as spring turns to summer and
Freddie’s London life collides with their
Rossingley idyll, Reuben’s trust in him is
ruptured. Will their love flourish or is it destined
for the compost bin? To Catch a Fallen Leaf is a
full-length MM contemporary romance, the
second in the Rossingley trilogy.
Leaf Man - Lois Ehlert 2005
A man made of leaves blows away, traveling
wherever the wind may take him, in a fresh,
autumn tale with illustrations made from actual
fall leaves and die-cut pages on every spread
that reveal gorgeous landscape vistas. Jr Lib
Guild.
The Cay - Theodore Taylor 2011-09-28
look-what-i-did-with-a-leaf-naturecraft

For fans of Hatchet and Island of the Blue
Dolphins comes Theodore Taylor’s classic
bestseller and Lewis Carroll Shelf Award winner,
The Cay. Phillip is excited when the Germans
invade the small island of Curaçao. War has
always been a game to him, and he’s eager to
glimpse it firsthand–until the freighter he and
his mother are traveling to the United States on
is torpedoed. When Phillip comes to, he is on a
small raft in the middle of the sea. Besides Stew
Cat, his only companion is an old West Indian,
Timothy. Phillip remembers his mother’s
warning about black people: “They are different,
and they live differently.” But by the time the
castaways arrive on a small island, Phillip’s head
injury has made him blind and dependent on
Timothy. “Mr. Taylor has provided an exciting
story…The idea that all humanity would benefit
from this special form of color blindness
permeates the whole book…The result is a story
with a high ethical purpose but no
sermon.”—New York Times Book Review “A taut
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tightly compressed story of endurance and
revelation…At once barbed and tender, tense
and fragile—as Timothy would say, ‘outrageous
good.’”—Kirkus Reviews * “Fully realized
setting…artful, unobtrusive use of dialect…the
representation of a hauntingly deep love, the
poignancy of which is rarely achieved in
children’s literature.”—School Library Journal,
Starred “Starkly dramatic, believable and
compelling.”—Saturday Review “A tense and
moving experience in reading.”—Publishers
Weekly “Eloquently underscores the intrinsic
brotherhood of man.”—Booklist "This is one of
the best survival stories since Robinson
Crusoe."—The Washington Star · A New York
Times Best Book of the Year · A School Library
Journal Best Book of the Year · A Horn Book
Honor Book · An American Library Association
Notable Book · A Publishers Weekly Children’s
Book to Remember · A Child Study Association’s
Pick of Children’s Books of the Year · Jane
Addams Book Award · Lewis Carroll Shelf Award
look-what-i-did-with-a-leaf-naturecraft

· Commonwealth Club of California: Literature
Award · Southern California Council on
Literature for Children and Young People Award
· Woodward School Annual Book Award · Friends
of the Library Award, University of California at
Irvine
The Leaf Thief - Alice Hemming 2021-08-03
Perfect for fans of Fletcher and the Falling
Leaves, The Leaf Thief is a funny picture book
that teaches kids about autumn, adapting to
change, and the seasons. Squirrel loves counting
the leaves on his tree—red leaves, gold leaves,
orange, and more. But hold on! One of his leaves
is missing! On a quest to find the missing leaf,
Squirrel teams up with his good friend Bird to
discover who the leaf thief could be among their
forest friends. With vibrant art and captivating
characters, the magic of autumn is captured
beautifully on each page as readers tag along
Squirrel's forest adventure. Is there truly a leaf
thief afoot, or is something else going on in
Squirrel's forest? A perfect exploration of
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change—both seasonal, and the anxiety that
change sometimes causes. Bonus material
explaining about the changing of the seasons.
Poised to be a new fall classic. Pick up The Leaf
Thief if you are looking for: A classic read for
ages 4 and up Back to school books, ideal for
your classroom, homeschool curriculum, and
more! Seasonal and educational stories about
the changing seasons
The Book Thief - Markus Zusak 2007-12-18
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF
TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF
ALL TIME The extraordinary, beloved novel
about the ability of books to feed the soul even
in the darkest of times. When Death has a story
to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The
country is holding its breath. Death has never
been busier, and will become busier still. Liesel
Meminger is a foster girl living outside of
Munich, who scratches out a meager existence
for herself by stealing when she encounters
something she can’t resist–books. With the help
look-what-i-did-with-a-leaf-naturecraft

of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns
to read and shares her stolen books with her
neighbors during bombing raids as well as with
the Jewish man hidden in her basement. In
superbly crafted writing that burns with
intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak,
author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one
of the most enduring stories of our time. “The
kind of book that can be life-changing.” —The
New York Times “Deserves a place on the same
shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne
Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF
CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE
THE BOOK THIEF.
My Leaf Book - Monica Wellington 2015
"A young girl visits an arboretum in the autumn
to collect fallen leaves. She identifies various
trees by the shapes of their leaves and pastes
her collection into her own leaf book"-Leaf Jumpers - Carole Gerber 2004
Illustrations and rhyming text describe different
leaves and the trees from which they fall.
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There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed
Some Leaves! - Lucille Colandro 2010-11-01
Get ready to fall over laughing in this autumnalthemed story featuring everyone's favorite old
lady!
One Leaf, Two Leaves, Count with Me! - John
Micklos, Jr. 2017-09-05
This playful counting book shares the colorful
highlights of the four seasons in charming
illustrations. Count your way through the
seasons! In spring, the tree’s leaves appear, one
by one. By summer, there’s a glorious canopy.
And when autumn winds blow, leaves fly from
the tree, one after another, leading us into
winter. There’s a world of activity to spy in and
around this beautiful tree as the wild creatures,
and one little boy, celebrate the cycles of nature.
As little ones count leaves, look for animals, and
enjoy the changing seasonal landscape, bouncy
rhymes and bold illustrations make learning to
count easy—corresponding numerals reinforcing
the learning fun.
look-what-i-did-with-a-leaf-naturecraft

Red Leaf, Yellow Leaf - Lois Ehlert 1991
A child describes the growth of a maple tree
from seed to sapling.
The Last Leaf - William Glennon 1996-07
I Am a Leaf - Jean Marzollo 1999-10-01
A simple introduction to the life cycle and
functions of a leaf.
Heaven Eyes - David Almond 2009-06-03
Erin Law and her friends are Damaged Children.
At least that is the label given to them by
Maureen, the woman who runs the orphanage
that they live in. Damaged, Beyond Repair
because they have no parents to take care of
them. But Erin knows that if they care for each
other they can put up with the psychologists, the
social workers, the therapists -- at least most of
the time. Sometimes there is nothing left but to
run away, to run for freedom. And that is what
Erin and two friends do, run away one night
downriver on a raft. What they find on their
journey is stranger than you can imagine,
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maybe, and you might not think it's true. But
Erin will tell you it is all true. And the proof is a
girl named Heaven Eyes, who sees through all
the darkness in the world to the joy that lies
beneath.
Nobody Else Has to Know - Ingrid Tomey
2000-11-01
Fifteen-year-old Webber was driving a car that
hit a little girl who now may never walk again,
and Webber's grandfather wants to claim that he
was driving, not Webber.
We're Going on a Leaf Hunt - Steve Metzger
2008
Three children go on a leaf hunt, climbing a
mountain, traveling through a forest, going
around a waterfall, and crossing a lake in search
of leaves from different trees before an
unexpected peril makes them turn back.
Eats, Shoots & Leaves - Lynne Truss 2004-04-12
We all know the basics of punctuation. Or do
we? A look at most neighborhood signage tells a
different story. Through sloppy usage and low
look-what-i-did-with-a-leaf-naturecraft

standards on the internet, in email, and now text
messages, we have made proper punctuation an
endangered species. In Eats, Shoots & Leaves,
former editor Lynne Truss dares to say, in her
delightfully urbane, witty, and very English way,
that it is time to look at our commas and
semicolons and see them as the wonderful and
necessary things they are. This is a book for
people who love punctuation and get upset when
it is mishandled. From the invention of the
question mark in the time of Charlemagne to
George Orwell shunning the semicolon, this
lively history makes a powerful case for the
preservation of a system of printing conventions
that is much too subtle to be mucked about with.
Fall Leaf Project - Margaret McNamara
2022-08-30
Mrs. Connor's first grade class decides to send
colorful fall leaves to students in another state
where the leaves do not change color.
The Life of a Leaf - Steven Vogel 2012-10-17
In its essence, science is a way of looking at and
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thinking about the world. In The Life of a Leaf,
Steven Vogel illuminates this approach, using
the humble leaf as a model. Whether plant or
person, every organism must contend with its
immediate physical environment, a world that
both limits what organisms can do and offers
innumerable opportunities for evolving
fascinating ways of challenging those limits.
Here, Vogel explains these interactions,
examining through the example of the leaf the
extraordinary designs that enable life to adapt to
its physical world. In Vogel’s account, the leaf
serves as a biological everyman, an ordinary and
ubiquitous living thing that nonetheless speaks
volumes about our environment as well as its
own. Thus in exploring the leaf’s world, Vogel
simultaneously explores our own. A companion
website with demonstrations and teaching tools
can be found here:
http://www.press.uchicago.edu/sites/vogel/index.
html
Fahrenheit 451 - Ray Bradbury 2003-09-23
look-what-i-did-with-a-leaf-naturecraft

A totalitarian regime has ordered all books to be
destroyed, but one of the book burners suddenly
realizes their merit.
The Story of Ferdinand - Munro Leaf 2011-03-31
Soon to be a major motion picture! Ferdinand is
the world's most peaceful--and--beloved little
bull. While all of the other bulls snort, leap, and
butt their heads, Ferdinand is content to just sit
and smell the flowers under his favorite cork
tree. Leaf's simple storytelling paired with
Lawson's pen-and-ink drawings make The Story
of Ferdinand a true classic. Commemorate the
75th anniversary of the book's original
publication with this beautiful and affordable
8x8 paperback edition.
Leaf - Sandra Dieckmann 2018-04
House of Leaves - Mark Z. Danielewski
2000-03-07
“A novelistic mosaic that simultaneously reads
like a thriller and like a strange, dreamlike
excursion into the subconscious.” —The New
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York Times Years ago, when House of Leaves
was first being passed around, it was nothing
more than a badly bundled heap of paper, parts
of which would occasionally surface on the
Internet. No one could have anticipated the
small but devoted following this terrifying story
would soon command. Starting with an odd
assortment of marginalized youth -- musicians,
tattoo artists, programmers, strippers,
environmentalists, and adrenaline junkies -- the
book eventually made its way into the hands of
older generations, who not only found
themselves in those strangely arranged pages
but also discovered a way back into the lives of
their estranged children. Now this astonishing
novel is made available in book form, complete
with the original colored words, vertical
footnotes, and second and third appendices. The
story remains unchanged, focusing on a young
family that moves into a small home on Ash Tree
Lane where they discover something is terribly
wrong: their house is bigger on the inside than it
look-what-i-did-with-a-leaf-naturecraft

is on the outside. Of course, neither Pulitzer
Prize-winning photojournalist Will Navidson nor
his companion Karen Green was prepared to
face the consequences of that impossibility, until
the day their two little children wandered off
and their voices eerily began to return another
story -- of creature darkness, of an ever-growing
abyss behind a closet door, and of that unholy
growl which soon enough would tear through
their walls and consume all their dreams.
A Leaf In The Bitter Wind - Ting-Xing Ye
2012-07-31
One of the best ways to understand history is
through eye-witness accounts. Ting-Xing Ye’s
riveting first book, A Leaf in the Bitter Wind, is a
memoir of growing up in Maoist China. It was an
astonishing coming of age through the turbulent
years of the Cultural Revolution (1966 - 1974).
In the wave of revolutionary fervour, peasants
neglected their crops, exacerbating the
widespread hunger. While Ting-Xing was a
young girl in Shanghai, her father’s rubber
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factory was expropriated by the state, and he
was demoted to a labourer. A botched operation
left him paralyzed from the waist down, and his
health deteriorated rapidly since a capitalist’s
well-being was not a priority. He died soon after,
and then Ting-Xing watched her mother’s
struggle with poverty end in stomach cancer. By
the time she was thirteen, Ting-Xing Ye was an
orphan, entrusted with her brothers and sisters
to her Great-Aunt, and on welfare. Still, the Red
Guards punished the children for being born into
the capitalist class. Schools were being closed;
suicide was rampant; factories were abandoned
for ideology; distrust of friends and neighbours
flourished. Ting-Xing was sent to work on a
distant northern prison farm at sixteen, and
survived six years of backbreaking labour and
severe conditions. She was mentally tortured for
weeks until she agreed to sign a false statement
accusing friends of anti-state activities.
Somehow finding the time to teach herself
English, often by listening to the radio, she
look-what-i-did-with-a-leaf-naturecraft

finally made it to Beijing University in 1974 as
the Revolution was on the wane — though the
acquisition of knowledge was still frowned upon
as a bourgeois desire and study was
discouraged. Readers have been stunned and
moved by this simply narrated personal account
of a 1984-style ideology-gone-mad, where any
behaviour deemed to be bourgeois was
persecuted with the ferocity and illogic of a
witch trial, and where a change in politics could
switch right to wrong in a moment. The story of
both a nation and an individual, the book spans a
heady 35 years of Ye’s life in China, until her
eventual defection to Canada in 1987 — and the
wonderful beginning of a romance with
Canadian author William Bell. The book was
published in 1997. The 1990s saw the
publication of several memoirs by Chinese now
settled in North America. Ye’s was not the first,
yet earned a distinguished place as one of the
most powerful, and the only such memoir
written from Canada. It is the inspiring story of a
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woman refusing to “drift with the stream” and
fighting her way through an impossible, unjust
system. This compelling, heart-wrenching story
has been published in Germany, Japan, the US,
UK and Australia, where it went straight to #1
on the bestseller list and has been reprinted
several times; Dutch, French and Turkish
editions will appear in 2001.
The Fall of Freddie the Leaf - Leo F. Buscaglia
2002
As Freddie experiences the changing seasons
along with his companion leaves, he learns about
the delicate balance between life and death, in a
twentieth anniversary edition of the classic
story. 40,000 first printing.
Empire of Tea - Markman Ellis 2015-06-15
Although tea had been known and consumed in
China and Japan for centuries, it was only in the
seventeenth century that Londoners first began
drinking it. Over the next two hundred years, its
stimulating properties seduced all of British
society, as tea found its way into cottages and
look-what-i-did-with-a-leaf-naturecraft

castles alike. One of the first truly global
commodities and now the world’s most popular
drink, tea has also, today, come to epitomize
British culture and identity. This impressively
detailed book offers a rich cultural history of tea,
from its ancient origins in China to its spread
around the world. The authors recount tea’s
arrival in London and follow its increasing
salability and import via the East India Company
throughout the eighteenth century, inaugurating
the first regular exchange—both commercial and
cultural—between China and Britain. They look
at European scientists’ struggles to understand
tea’s history and medicinal properties, and they
recount the ways its delicate flavor and exotic
preparation have enchanted poets and artists.
Exploring everything from its everyday use in
social settings to the political and economic
controversies it has stirred—such as the Boston
Tea Party and the First Opium War—they offer a
multilayered look at what was ultimately an
imperial industry, a collusion—and often
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clash—between the world’s greatest powers over
control of a simple beverage that has become an
enduring pastime.
The Name of this Book Is Secret - Pseudonymous
Bosch 2008-09-01
Read the series that's sold more than 2 million
copies--if you dare! Warning: this description has
not been authorized by Pseudonymous Bosch. As
much as he'd love to sing the praises of his book
(he is very vain), he wouldn't want you to hear
about his brave 11-year old heroes, Cass and
Max-Ernest. Or about how a mysterious box of
vials, the Symphony of Smells, sends them on
the trail of a magician who has vanished under
strange (and stinky) circumstances. And he
certainly wouldn't want you to know about the
hair-raising adventures that follow and the
nefarious villains they face. You see, not only is
the name of this book secret, the story inside is,
too. For it concerns a secret. A Big Secret.
The Leaf Reader - Emily Arsenault 2017-06-13
Emily Arsenault (The Rose Notes) makes her YA
look-what-i-did-with-a-leaf-naturecraft

debut with a “page-ripping whodunit” about
Marnie Wells, who comes face-to-face with the
occult when she discovers her ability to read tea
leaves might help solve the mystery of a
classmate's disappearance. Marnie Wells knows
that she creeps people out. It’s not really her
fault; her brother is always in trouble, and her
grandmother, who’s been their guardian since
Mom took off is . . . eccentric. So no one even
bats an eye when Marnie finds an old book about
reading tea leaves and starts telling fortunes.
The ceremony and symbols are weirdly soothing,
but she knows—and hopes everyone else does
too—that none of it’s real. Then basketball star
Matt Cotrell asks for a reading. He’s been
getting emails from someone claiming to be his
best friend, Andrea Quinley, who disappeared
and is presumed dead. And while they’d always
denied they were romantically involved, a cloud
of suspicion now hangs over Matt. But Marnie
sees a kindred spirit: someone who, like her, is
damaged by association. Suddenly, the readings
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seem real. And, despite the fact that they’re
telling Marnie things about Matt that make him
seem increasingly dangerous, she can’t shake
her initial attraction to him. In fact, it’s getting
stronger. And that could turn out to be deadly.
New Leaf - Catherine Anderson 2016-01-05
When Taffeta Brown loses everything, including
custody of her daughter, she moves to Mystic
Creek, Oregon, to start over, where she
unexpectedly meets the one man who might be
able to help her get her daughter back.
Noodle - Munro Leaf 2006-02
When Noodle the dachshund is granted a wish
from the good dog fairy to be any size and shape
desired, he decides to remain Noodle, in a story
originally published in 1937. 10,000 first
printing.
How Plants Clean the Air - Ellen Lawrence
2020
Trees and other plants make our world look
beautiful, but did you know that plants use their
leaves to help keep the air clean and safe for us
look-what-i-did-with-a-leaf-naturecraft

to breathe? This book takes readers step-by-step
through a clear, grade-appropriate explanation
of how plants remove carbon dioxide from the
air during photosynthesis. Readers will also
learn how plants can even remove harmful
chemicals from the air in our homes. Filled with
information perfectly suited to the abilities and
interests of an early elementary audience, this
colorful, fact-filled title gives readers a chance
not only to learn, but also to develop their
powers of observation and critical thinking.
From beautiful photographs to high-interest
facts, this book makes learning about the
amazing air-cleaning properties of plants, a
lively and engaging experience.
How to Behave and Why - Munro Leaf
2002-05-17
In a time when all the rules for raising children
have been redefined dozens of times, here is a
book for bewildered parents from a simpler time
when we all agreed on what was right and what
was wrong. First published in 1946, Munro
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Leaf's How To Behave And Why gives touchingly
sincere yet gently funny lessons in Honesty,
Fairness, Strength, and Wisdom. Originally
intended for the very young, but with meaning
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for us all, How To Behave and Why is a true
classic, charmingly illustrated with childlike
drawings, and with a timeless message. It is a
sure guide for teaching children (and adults)
how to behave.
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